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Category Status Test Name Informat

Parent

PASS Missing Direct 
Parent check

OK. Your direct parent zone exists, which is go
fourth level domains, such as example.co.us) 
in this example), which is legal but can cause 

INFO NS records at 
parent servers

Your NS records at the parent servers are: 
 
ns2.jaguarpc.net. [69.73.180.67 (NO GLUE)]
ns.jaguarpc.net. [69.73.130.220 (NO GLUE)]

[These were obtained from b0.org.afilias-nst.o

PASS

Parent 
nameservers 
have your 
nameservers 
listed

OK. When someone uses DNS to look up your d
already know about your domain) is to go to th
there, you can't be found. But you are listed t

WARN Glue at parent 
nameservers

WARNING. The parent servers (I checked with 
providing glue for all your nameservers. This m
records (host.example.com), but not supplying
cause slightly slower connections, and may ca
RFC-compliant programs. This is perfectly acc
usually occur if your DNS servers are not in the
example, a DNS server of "ns1.example.org" fo
case, you can speed up the connections slightl
same TLD as your domain.

PASS DNS servers have 
A records

OK. All your DNS servers either have A records
need them (if the DNS servers are on other TL
hostnames to ensure that other DNS servers ca
there will be problems if your DNS servers do 

INFO
NS records at 

Your NS records at your nameservers are: 
 

Your IP: 78.86.4.117   ASN: 0 [IANA-RSVD-0]   Near: London, England United Kingdom  
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NS

your nameservers ns.nocdirect.com. [69.73.130.223] [TTL=480
ns2.nocdirect.com. [69.73.180.70] [TTL=480

FAIL Open DNS 
servers

ERROR: One or more of your nameservers repo
usually means that anyone in the world can qu
authoritative for (it is possible that the DNS se
lookups when it does not, but that shouldn't h
load on your DNS server. Also, it is strongly dis
authoritative for your domain and be recursive
potential for cache poisoning (with no recursio
impossible to poison it). Also, the bad guys co
attack, by forging their IP address. Problem re
 
Server 69.73.180.67 reports that it will d
69.73.130.220 reports that it will do recu

for info on closing open DNS servers. 

PASS Mismatched glue OK. The DNS report did not detect any discrep
the parent servers and that provided by your a

PASS No NS A records 
at nameservers

OK. Your nameservers do include correspondin
records. This ensures that your DNS servers kn
your NS records.

PASS
All nameservers 
report identical 
NS records

OK. The NS records at all your nameservers ar

PASS All nameservers 
respond OK. All of your nameservers listed at the pare

PASS Nameserver 
name validity

OK. All of the NS records that your nameserve
domain names).

PASS Number of 
nameservers

OK. You have 2 nameservers. You must have a
5 recommends at least 3 nameservers), and pr

PASS Lame 
nameservers

OK. All the nameservers listed at the parent se
domain.

FAIL Missing (stealth) 
nameservers

FAIL: You have one or more missing (stealth) n
(s) are listed (at your nameservers) as namese
listed at the parent nameservers (therefore, t
depending on whether your DNS servers return
requests, per RFC2181 5.4.1). You need to ma
are working; if they are not responding, you m
DNSreport will not query these servers, so you
working properly. 
 
ns.nocdirect.com. 
ns2.nocdirect.com. 

This is listed as an ERROR because there are so
occur (if the TTLs vary from the NS records at 
point to your own domain, for example). 

FAIL
Missing 

ERROR: One or more of the nameservers listed
NS records at your nameservers. The problem 
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nameservers 2 ns2.jaguarpc.net. 
ns.jaguarpc.net. 

PASS No CNAMEs for 
domain

OK. There are no CNAMEs for icharter.org. RFC
there should be no CNAMEs if an NS (or any ot

PASS No NSs with 
CNAMEs

OK. There are no CNAMEs for your NS records.
that there should be no CNAMEs if an NS (or an

WARN Nameservers on 
separate class C's

WARNING: We cannot test to see if your name
(technically, /24) range, because the root serv
add such a test later, but today you will have 
they are on separate Class C ranges. Your nam
dispersed locations. You should not have all of
location. RFC2182 3.1 goes into more detail a

PASS All NS IPs public OK. All of your NS records appear to use public
would not be reachable, causing DNS delays.

PASS TCP Allowed
OK. All your DNS servers allow TCP connection
connections are occasionally used instead of U
the TCP DNS connections, it can cause hard-to

INFO Nameservers 
versions [For security reasons, this test is limited to me

FAIL Stealth NS 
record leakage

Your DNS servers leak stealth information in n
 
Stealth nameservers are leaked [ns2.nocdirect
Stealth nameservers are leaked [ns.nocdirect.
 
This can cause some serious problems (especia
must have stealth NS records (NS records liste
not the parent DNS servers), you should make 
the stealth NS records in response to other qu

INFO SOA record

Your SOA record [TTL=480] is: 
 
Primary nameserver: ns.nocdirect.com. 
Hostmaster E-mail address: eric.jaguarpc.c
Serial #: 2008012511 
Refresh: 480 
Retry: 7200 
Expire: 3600000 
Default TTL: 86400 

PASS NS agreement on 
SOA Serial #

OK. All your nameservers agree that your SOA 
means that all your nameservers are using the
sets of data with the same serial number, whi
DNSreport only checks the NS records listed at
servers). 

WARN SOA MNAME 
Check

WARNING: Your SOA (Start of Authority) record
name server is: ns.nocdirect.com.. However, 
servers as one of your NS records! This is legal
what you are doing. 

SOA RNAME OK. Your SOA (Start of Authority) record state
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SOA

PASS Check is: eric@jaguarpc.com. (techie note: we have
display purposes). 

PASS SOA Serial 
Number

OK. Your SOA serial number is: 2008012511. T
format of YYYYMMDDnn, where 'nn' is the revis
last updated on 25 Jan 2008 (and was revision 
incremented every time you make a DNS chan

WARN SOA REFRESH 
value

WARNING: Your SOA REFRESH interval is : 480
consider increasing this value to about 3600-72
a value between 1200 to 43200 seconds (20 mi
low will unncessarily increase Internet traffic.

PASS SOA RETRY value

OK. Your SOA RETRY interval is : 7200 second
seconds is good). The retry value is the amoun
nameservers will wait to contact the master n
failed.

WARN SOA EXPIRE value

WARNING: Your SOA EXPIRE time is : 3600000
should consider decreasing this value to about
weeks). RFC1912 suggests 2-4 weeks. This is h
will wait before considering its DNS data stale
nameserver.

PASS SOA MINIMUM 
TTL value

OK. Your SOA MINIMUM TTL is: 86400 seconds
86400 seconds or 1-24 hours is good). RFC230
value used to determine the default (technica
DNS entries, but now is used for negative cach

MX

INFO MX Record
Your 1 MX record is: 
 
0 icharter.org. [TTL=480] IP=69.73.182.72 

PASS Low port test

OK. Our local DNS server that uses a low port 
DNS servers are behind firewalls that block low
guarantee that your DNS server does not block
cached), but is a good indication that it does n

PASS Invalid 
characters

OK. All of your MX records appear to use valid 
characters.

PASS All MX IPs public
OK. All of your MX records appear to use publi
they would not be reachable, causing slight m
possibly bounced mail.

PASS MX records are 
not CNAMEs

OK. Looking up your MX record did not just ret
returns a CNAME, extra processing is required,
to handle it.

PASS MX A lookups 
have no CNAMEs

OK. There appear to be no CNAMEs returned fo
records (CNAMEs are prohibited in MX records,
RFC1912 2.4, and RFC2181 10.3).

PASS MX is host name, 
not IP

OK. All of your MX records are host names (as 
allowed in MX records).

Multiple MX 
NOTE: You only have 1 MX record. If your prim
there is a chance that mail may have troubles 
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INFO
records would usually re-try E-mail for up to 48 hours.

of hours. If your primary mailserver is very rel
down), having just one mailserver may be acce

PASS Differing MX-A 
records

OK. I did not detect differing IPs for your MX r
servers return different IPs than the DNS serve
hostname in your MX records).

PASS Duplicate MX 
records

OK. You do not have any duplicate MX records
technically valid, duplicate MX records can ca
resources.

FAIL
Reverse DNS 
entries for MX 
records

ERROR: The IP of one or more of your mail ser
entries/* (if you see "Timeout" below, it may m
respond fast enough)*/. RFC1912 2.1 says you
mail servers. It is strongly urged that you have
accept mail from mailservers with no reverse 
the 'Reverse DNS Lookup' tool at the DNSstuff 
reverse DNS entry (it contacts your servers in 
the DNS report use our local caching DNS serve
72.182.73.69.in-addr.arpa [No reverse DNS en

Mail FAIL Connect to mail 
servers

ERROR: I could not complete a connection to a
 
icharter.org: The mailserver terminated the co
complete (state 5). This is not RFC compliant,
or it may be the result of a non-RFC-compliant
spam program.<br /> 
It appears that your mailserver terminated the
command. This violates the RFCs, and prevent
test.

WWW 

INFO WWW Record

Your www.icharter.org A record is: 
 
www.icharter.org. CNAME icharter.org. [TTL
icharter.org. A 69.73.182.72 [TTL=480] [US

PASS All WWW IPs 
public

OK. All of your WWW IPs appear to be public I
would not be reachable, causing problems rea

PASS CNAME Lookup

OK. You do have a CNAME record for www.icha
confusion. However, this is legal. Your CNAME
CNAME entry, which is good -- otherwise, it wo
slightly delays the initial access to the website
the CNAME points to another CNAME, it will lik

INFO Domain A Lookup
Your icharter.org A record is: 
 
icharter.org. A 69.73.182.72 [TTL=480] 

 
 
Legend: 

UPDATE NOTICE November 2007: 
We have made the decision to remove the Single Point of Failure test include
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and enhanced over the past five years along with our other tools. The initial d
depended on the typical connectivity profiles prevalent at the time. As conne
methodology employed makes less sense and creates more false positives. Ou
enhanced Single Point of Failure test for a future release.  
Rows with a FAIL indicate a problem that in most cases really should be fixed
Rows with a WARN indicate a possible minor problem, which often is not wort
Note that all information is accessed in real-time (except where noted), so th
your domain.  
Note that automated usage is not tolerated without the purchase of an Autom
DNS report directly with your web browser. 
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